Global economic knowledge at your fingertips

elibrary.imf.org
The IMF eLibrary offers the entire catalog and a comprehensive archive of more than 13,000 publications and a million data series in searchable digitized formats. This impressive depth and breadth of information is accessed via a single integrated environment, supported by user-friendly navigation, intuitive search, and personalization features.

With an eLibrary subscription, you will have the IMF's extensive archives of valuable research material at your fingertips. Subscribing is an efficient, convenient, and cost-effective way to access our entire collection of economic studies, books, and data.

• At the primary navigation level, browse content by region and drill down to the country level.

• Browse by author or editor name across the entire IMF eLibrary.

• Check the Essential Reading carousel for today's updates.

• Access the statistical data you depend on the easy way—via the IMF eLibrary.

Add credibility to your work with the world’s most reputable source of searchable economic statistics and reports.

Quick Search by “All,” “Catalog,” “Title,” and “Author.” Narrow your choices with extensive search tools designed to deliver refined search results fast.

There is no more trusted or respected authority than the IMF for vital global economic information and thought leadership. Make sure the IMF eLibrary puts this expertise at your fingertips.
IMF eLibrary is an indispensable tool for economic research and analysis. It delivers information and perspective on macroeconomics, globalization, development, trade and aid, technical assistance, emerging markets, policy advice, poverty reduction, and much more. And you can tailor your eLibrary subscription to give you direct access to the resources you need, including:

- Comprehensive collection of periodicals and reports
- Expanded statistics package and options
- Authoritative books and analytical papers

The eLibrary makes it easy for subscribing institutions to offer their users the full range of IMF content with the functionality to simplify research.

**eLibrary Design and Functionality**

Universal navigation options allow users to conveniently browse by new releases, countries, topics, publication series, and authors and to switch views at any time. “Quick Search” is always accessible at the top of every page.

**You’ll find all that and more in the IMF eLibrary — your one-stop resource for IMF content.**

- HTML presentation with ePub, Kindle, and PDF formats for all content
- Statistical databases, including PDFs of all statistical books
- Extensive search tools to narrow data sets
- Chapter headings with internal linking to references, tables, and charts
- Expandable tables that make it easy to cut/paste (export to Excel coming soon)
- Citations in multiple formats
- Customized logo placement on pages for subscribing institutions
- Personalized accounts for users
- BISAC (Book Industry Standards and Communications) basis for topic browsing
- MARC records in 4 different formats
- Usage reporting
- Custom book creation for presentations or course reading

**Experience the IMF eLibrary with a free trial available to qualifying institutions.**

Please contact cwillis@imf.org for further information.
The IMF’s statistical data delivers the most authoritative economic reporting from the most countries in a single resource. IMF eLibrary Data includes *International Financial Statistics*, *Balance of Payments Statistics*, *Direction of Trade Statistics*, and *Government Finance Statistics*. Information is user-friendly, easily customized and navigated, and can be exported to a variety of useful formats.

**International Financial Statistics (IFS)**

The IMF’s most comprehensive statistical publication, *International Financial Statistics (IFS) Online*, is the standard source for international statistics on all aspects of international and domestic finance. *IFS Online* reports data on balance of payments, international investment position, international liquidity, monetary and financial statistics, exchange rates, interest rates, prices, production, government accounts, national accounts, and population. Updated monthly, *IFS Online* contains:

- Approximately 335,000 time series covering 267 countries and areas, including all series appearing on the *IFS Country Pages*
- A deep archive beginning in 1948 for many series
- Exchange rate series for all IMF member countries, plus additional selected areas
- Selected aggregates of key variables in *IFS World Tables*

**Balance of Payments Statistics (BOP)**

The IMF’s *Balance of Payments Statistics* contains more than 425,000 series including aggregate and detailed information for 213 countries and reporting entities. *BOP Online* delivers data on international economic transactions including:

- Total goods, services, factor income
- Current transfers each economy receives from or provides to the rest of the world
- Capital transfers and changes in each economy’s external financial claims and liabilities
Direction of Trade Statistics (DOT)

In today’s economy, traditional trade arrangements and interdependencies are shifting and, with them, capital and financial influence. *Direction of Trade Statistics (DOT) Online* is an important tool to help monitor the expansion and reduction of worldwide trade relationships. Using the IMF’s system of standardized, comparable information, this data set is invaluable for tracking and reporting long-term activity patterns, including:

- The value of exports and imports between each country and all its trading partners
- Total bilateral and multilateral exports and imports aggregated at the national or regional level
- Special category trade

*DOT Online* is one of the most comprehensive and current sources for information on the overall value of trade on a national, regional, and global basis. The database covers 213 countries and reporting entities and includes data from 1948 onward at monthly, quarterly, and annual frequencies.

Government Finance Statistics (GFS)

*Government Finance Statistics (GFS) Online* provides valuable information for analysis of the government and public sectors. With data on budgetary operations, extrabudgetary operations, social security, and consolidated financial operations of central governments, *GFS Online* offers insight into fiscal policy and government liquidity. The database contains almost one million time series, including archival series from 1972 onward and is updated quarterly as new data is received. Data from 166 countries and entities presents combined statistics on:

- Balance sheets
- Cash inflows, surplus, and deficit
- Revenues and expenses detail
- Transactions in financial and nonfinancial assets and liabilities

elibrary.imf.org
Explore the collections and research tools available at the IMF eLibrary.

The eLibrary collections allow for simple content management without the need for complicated orders. New releases and updates to the collections are added automatically. All subscribers have unlimited access to the complete archive, with publications dating back to the 1940s.

We can customize the site with your institution’s logo. Users will appreciate helpful, easy-to-use tools to save, cite, and share content and searches in personal “My eLibrary” accounts, as well as to create custom books and course materials.

As always, new titles are added daily, ensuring that eLibrary is the most current source for IMF research.

**IMF Statistics Collection**

*Authoritative data and advanced online tools including:*

- International Financial Statistics
- Balance of Payments Statistics
- Direction of Trade Statistics
- Government Finance Statistics
- Manuals and Guides
- Statistical Yearbooks

**Books and Analytical Papers Collection**

*Critical analysis, unique studies, and important research including:*

- Books
- Country Reports
- Department Papers
- Economic Issues
- Glossaries
- Occasional Papers
- Pamphlets
- Seminar Volumes
- Special Issues
- Staff Discussion Notes
- Working Papers

**Periodicals and Reports Collection**

*Not-to-be-missed perspective on where the global economy has been and may be heading, including:*

- Annual Reports on Exchange Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions (AREAER)
- Annual Reports of the Executive Board
- Articles of Agreement
- By-Laws Rules and Regulations
- Finance & Development Magazine
- Fiscal Monitor
- Global Financial Stability Report
- Independent Evaluation Office Reports
- Regional Economic Outlook
- Selected Decisions
- Summary Proceedings
- World Economic Outlook

The IMF eLibrary offers a range of subscription package options for institutional access to collections that are designed to suit your organizational needs. Subscriptions to the entire eLibrary are available.

elibrary.imf.org
Here is a selected overview of the publications and resources offered in the eLibrary collections.

The eLibrary’s search features allow users to narrow searches, search only subscribed content, and search within results.

Publication details show the most important information up front. Headings remain visible at the top with the option to view/click on sections, figures, or references. When desired, users can expand tables and copy or paste the information seamlessly into spreadsheets.

**IMF Statistics Collection**

The IMF Statistics collection includes the IMF’s premier statistical resources in both publication and interactive database formats. It features the IMF’s range of time series data on lending, exchange rates, trade, and other economic and financial indicators. It also includes manuals, guides, and a variety of reference material on the statistical practices at the IMF, in member countries, and of the statistical community at large.

**Books and Analytical Papers Collection**

Through this collection, subscribers access IMF economists’ work via books and in-depth studies, including topics such as fiscal reform, resource management, in-depth country analysis, capacity building, financial integration, and globalization. The collection includes the latest IMF books and Occasional Papers, with staff research on theoretical and analytical topics targeted to a wide audience; *Staff Discussion Notes* and *Country Reports* showcasing new policy-related analysis and research by IMF departments; and more.

**Periodicals and Reports Collection**

*World Economic and Financial Surveys* are our in-depth periodic studies covering monetary and financial issues of deep importance to the world economy. The collection includes these leading series: *World Economic Outlook*, *Global Financial Stability Report*, *Fiscal Monitor*, and *Regional Economic Outlook* reports.

*Finance & Development* is the IMF’s quarterly magazine for lay readers, publishing analysis of issues related to the international financial system, monetary policy, economic development, poverty reduction, and other world economic issues.

Access to the *Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions* (AREAER), published since 1950, is included, as both flat publications and in our *AREAER Online* database. This authoritative, annually updated reference is based on a unique IMF-maintained database on the foreign exchange arrangements, exchange and trade restrictions, and prudential measures of the member countries of the IMF. The online database allows cross-searching by country or policy category and includes 10 years of archival material.
The IMF eLibrary offers the entire catalog of IMF publications in all the leading digital formats bundled into collection groupings for easy purchase. A subscription gives you access to all IMF content in a user-friendly, integrated database environment.

Our collection categories allow for easy content management without complicated orders.

- **IMF Statistics** include authoritative IMF data, such as *International Financial Statistics, Government Finance Statistics, Balance of Payments Statistics, Direction of Trade Statistics*, statistical yearbooks, and other online resources for research.
- **Books and Analytical Papers** provide access to the IMF’s thought leadership, unique studies, and important research. Publications include books, Occasional Papers, Working Papers, and more.
- **Periodicals and Reports** encompass unparalleled IMF reports on where the global economy has been and may be heading. Included are *World Economic Outlook, Global Financial Stability Report, Fiscal Monitor*, and *Regional Economic Outlook* reports.

We’ll help you choose a subscription package to meet your needs.

*Subscription options are outlined below.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>eLibrary Collections</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Select the option that suits your organization’s needs:</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMF Statistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books and Analytical Papers</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodicals and Reports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The annual subscription fee is based on the total number of students or staff, with discounts offered to nonprofit institutions and those in emerging markets. Qualifying nonprofit institutions in developing economies may subscribe, free of charge, to the complete eLibrary package (Option 4). Free trials are available to qualifying institutions.

For information on IMF eLibrary subscriptions and pricing and to arrange an institutional free trial, please contact Cathy Willis at cwillis@imf.org or fax the form on the back of this page.
Please sign up today to experience the depth and quality of the IMF eLibrary through a special free trial.

Just fill in the information below and Fax to 202-589-7426.

First Name________________________________________________________
Last Name________________________________________________________
Organization______________________________________________________
Address___________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Phone____________________________________________________________
Email____________________________________________________________
Number of students and staff________________________________________

Conditions apply. Free trials are available to qualifying institutions.
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